Have you

noticed? Kids in race cars is not only a
solid marketplace spread across several segments of the aftermarket, it’s also a credible early indicator of the sport’s future
health and vitality.
Admitting that growth and evolution tend to be as tied to local
economies and stable family structures as anything else, most
stakeholders we spoke with reported slow, steady increases.
Parts makers and service suppliers are attracting kiddie customers that segue to the pro ranks while recognizing the value
of securing faithful purchasers that endure through their vintage
racing years.
In fact, today’s youngsters are no different than kids who took
the wheel decades ago, all possessed of competitive, self-igniting youthful enthusiasm. But what has changed are the myriad
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opportunities percolating up from sanctioning bodies, as well
as some exceptionally astute local track owners.
The following report examines where youngsters are filtering
into drag, road and open wheel racing throughout the nation.
Get Them Racing
Among the larger straight-line sanctions, both NHRA and IHRA
junior drag racing programs are considered highly successful.
Former bracket racer Jim Hughes, owner of Tucson Dragway
in Tucson, Arizona, has not forgotten that the teenage years are
bursting with nervous energy.
“The youth demographic of today do not want to talk about
throttle stops and bracket racing,” he said. “The current trend
is to see how much horsepower can be made and how fast is
your car down the drag strip.
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Today’s opportunities for young drivers to compete in motorsports run the gamut from junior dragsters to Legend Cars, mini sprints, quarter midgets, karting and more. In addition, most of our
contacts reported steady growth across multiple categories and age ranges. Photo courtesy of US
Legend Cars International.

“Two popular trends are ‘dig,’ with two cars starting at a dead stop, and ‘roll,’ or two
vehicles side by side rolling at 30–50 mph to start the race,” Hughes added, noting
that too often the latter are held on public streets and highways.
In fact, spikes in street racing incidents coupled with a growing number of local
businesses shunning car clubs prompted Hughes to establish street rally programs
for area youth. “Tucson Dragway hosted a street rally in spring 2016 offering dig and
roll racing, car show, burnout and stereo contest,” he said. “More than 2200 people
showed up to watch 300 grudge race, including the local police. Track staff helped
street racers understand rules and procedures for safe side-by-side racing. Staging a
vehicle for the first time and making a pass down a drag strip can be very intimidating.”
Positive emails and texts poured in after the event, prompting plans to host a “Beat
the Heat Program” that will allow teens to square off against patrol officers for goodnatured bragging rights.
South Carolina’s Union County Dragway hosts a junior dragster program under the
IHRA Summit Series banner in which youngsters begin racing at age seven. Other
than IHRA Pro Am events that divide racers into three age categories, most tracks
offer one weekly category where all juniors run together.
“At our two biggest annual weekend events, the Summer Junior Nationals and Fall
Southern Junior Dragster Nationals, we offer several different 1/8-mile categories patterned after adult classes,” explained Tony Brown. “The main event pays the winner
$2000 in Pro Junior Bracket ages seven to 18. The junior-only events have produced
over 125 entries each year, and we expect more this year.”
Union’s 330 Outlaw Quick 16, a heads-up race on a .4 Pro Tree, is one of the most
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exciting in junior racing. Although engine
costs can run upwards of $10,000, Brown
has noticed a resurgence in the category
due to a solid rules package inspiring
more cars for the classes.
Also, unless they meet up in eliminations, Union County Dragway staff constantly observe older kids helping out
novice racers.
“I was hesitant to put out so much
purse money in 2013 to start the all-junior
weekend,” confessed Brown, who does
not treat junior events as program fillers.
“As a stand-alone special event, it has
proven to bring the racers all the way from
Canada to our South Carolina facility.”
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Taking responsibility for preparing and maintaining a race vehicle, coping with winning and
losing, and understanding concepts like cause
and effect all make motorsports “one of the best
training grounds for life that any teen can be
exposed to,” noted one industry insider.

Before any program can be effective,
interest must be generated—and that
usually tracks back to the parents, or the
occasional neighbor or friend who introduces a kid to motorsports.
Greg Nicol of Speedway Motors in
Lincoln, Nebraska, reported an influx of
young racers that began about five years
ago. “We believe it is because mom and
dad simply have more discretionary cash,”
he said. “Kids usually follow the parent’s
passion: drag racing parents have kids in
junior dragster; oval track racers will see
their kids pick up quarter midget, go-karts
and mini sprints.”
L o n g b e f o re h e o w n e d M a d e r a
Speedway, or raced a car, Kenny
Shepherd of Madera, California, was
taught to love automobiles by his father,
Kenneth, who hauled the family on 50-plus
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cross-country trips in a 1957 Chevy Bel
Air. Unbeknownst to the elder Shepherd,
he was spawning a champion for youth.
“I became mesmerized by land speed
racing’s Blue Flame rocket car and wore
out the pages re-reading hot rod magazines,” recalled Shepherd. “Society is
changing from car to computer culture.
There are plenty of programs for kids ages
five to 11, but fewer from age 12 onwards,
where we lose a lot of kids mainly because
it gets expensive.”
Shepherd recognized that youth needed
to be taught the “whole package,” not just
driving. “I created a youth market series
that offers marketing seminars, how to
act in a media interview, and how to talk
in a board room. The teenagers need to
be ready to be the next superstar—they
need big skill sets in and out of the car.”
Appreciate that this comes from a guy
who has spent years fighting for the attention of print, online and broadcast outlets
to provide more motorsports coverage
in an oversaturated stick-and-ball-crowd
sports market.
“Our Jr. Late Model Series is a steppingstone for grassroots racing on 1/4-,
1/3- and 1/2-mile tracks,” he continued.
“We identified the gap for the youngsters,
spent two years testing and developing
a series-specific car, secured insurance,
and invited 10- to 15-year-old all-stars
to drive what are primarily full-size cars
powered by cost-effective 300-horsepower
Chevy crate engines.”
Madera also hosts USAC HPD midgets
for kids ages four to 10, and Mini Cup Cars
powered by 30-horsepower Hondas for
six to 10 years old.
The National Auto Sport Association
(NASA) offers a wide range of road racing
classes where kids as young as 13 are
eligible to race in its High Performance
Driving Events (HPDE) to learn what it
takes to wheel a car around a track. And,
they can move up into full-size cars from
karting well before the legal driving age
for most states—a big assist for parents.
Kids are taught not only vehicle control,
but learn proper safe recovery skills in
emergency situations long before they
drive on public roads.
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“Kids who exhibit an interest in motorsports that also have parents to nurture
the interest—those kids rarely lose their
passion for motorsports, making them
life-long gearheads,” disclosed Jeremy
Croiset of NASA, Napa Valley, California,
who added that NASA also fields fatherson teams in its American Iron, HPD
Honda Challenge, and Spec E30 series.
The Teen Mazda Challenge has been by
far the most popular class among teens. A
special championship using NASA Spec
Miatas, the program crowns two different
champs each year, making them eligible to compete for an invite to the Mazda
Shootout at the season’s finish.
The event grids several champions
against one another on a single day of
competition. The winner represents Mazda
the following year in the Battery Tender
Mazda MX5 Cup, and is provided a brand
new Mazda MX5 race car—one of the
most lucrative prize packages available
in amateur motor racing.
“Mazda currently delivers the easiest
and most comprehensive path to professional racing for teenagers,” said Croiset.
“The automaker is in a class of their own
helping kids go from zero to professional
hero, especially for kids who may not have
the financial means to get there.”
Beyond the realities of cost, technological complexity, and the impact of time
commitment, families in recent decades
have gone from repairing to replacing,
which equates to the erosion of basic
mechanical skills needed to race, according to David Klaus of Briggs & Stratton,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. “In our consumer
market we have responded with engines
that never need the oil changed,” he said.
“In racing we developed a sealed racing
engine, each hand built, in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, that allows a family to be competitive in racing by simply opening a
box. Simply add oil, gas, and go racing.
The learning curve before the Briggs &
Stratton 206 was to buy a chassis, an
engine, research through a mountain of
posts for the best parts, find a builder,
and end up with a laundry list of maintenance needed to keep things at peak
performance. Today you can participate
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through arrive and drive 206 programs
across the country, or walk into a shop
and leave with a turnkey kart that could
have you on the podium later in that same
day. We have to get families involved to
have future opportunities.”
Karen Edmiston of Quarter Midgets
of America (QMA) in Tulsa, Oklahoma,
explained that age and weight determine
which of the 18 classes a young driver can
run—from junior novice to world formula
heavy, but all cars and driver equipment
must conform to national safety rules.
QMA has 35 clubs spread across the
US—some upwards of 50 years old—
with concentrations on the east and west
coasts, and one Canadian club. She said,
“Novice classes are particularly popular
with disabled kids who will stay in a class
for years, having a great time without ever
caring about moving up or winning.”
QMA classes use a mix of Honda,
Briggs & Stratton and Deco engines.
Unlike 10 years ago, fully 80 percent of
today’s QMA racers have engine builders prepping and maintaining the engine
above basic routine works, she noted.
“This is an all-volunteer sport,” said
Edmiston. “Parents are not only part of
the crew, but the operation, as course
workers, stewards and scorers. We have
about 3000 racers, mostly boys with about
15 percent girls, and many sibling rivalries.
“We have lots of second- and even thirdgeneration youth racers,” she continued.
“If you spend 15 years weekend-racing, it
makes an imprint. Some kids and parents
stay involved long after they stop racing,
coming back to contribute, and renew and
maintain friendships.”
While some budding superstars’ parents
have the finances to support their ride,
QMA sees many who can’t secure sponsorships and never join adult racing
ranks, where long-distance commutes
are required to compete for and in championships. “We’ve been able to level
the playing field,” said QMA’s Debbie
Zimmerman. “With support from Honda,
more kids get a chance to race.”
The United States Auto Club (USAC)
of Speedway, Indiana, launched its .25
Program in 2009 with six clubs; today, it
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Kids, according to one of our sources, often follow their parents’ passion when it comes to motorsports. “Drag racing parents have kids in junior dragster; oval track racers will see their kids pick up
quarter midget, go-karts and mini sprints,” he told us.

numbers 33 family clubs. The program
includes a pavement and dirt national
championship, with USAC champion rings
presented to all 16 class champions.
Sensitive to family resources, USAC
developed a system that recognizes talent
while limiting the time and cost required
to compete at regional or national races.
Deco, Continental and Briggs & Stratton
engines are used, but here, again, the
Honda-powered classes have been the
biggest for some years.
“The senior Honda class is generally the
largest class at most events, but Light 160
Honda is becoming the ‘face of the sport’
for more experienced drivers,” explained
Debbie Supan of USAC. “These engines
are so closely scrutinized to specific,
tight tolerances [that] the drivers must
have impeccable driving skills to win at
national events.”
Supan further noted that the Briggs &
Stratton Animal engines classes have
enabled younger drivers an additional
class to run. Briggs & Stratton has added
World Formula engines that allow entrants
to race upwards of five classes at events
that want faster, more powerful engines.
Conversely, three classes have waned in
popularity due to high maintenance, repair
costs and parts availability.
The most popular youth event, she
noted, is USAC’s quarter midget Battle
at the Brickyard, held on the famed
Indianapolis Motor Speedway. “In 2015,
of the 391 cars, some 179 youngsters
were able to take a lap on the 2.5-mile
Indianapolis Motor Speedway,” she said.
Nevertheless, Supan has seen dimin-

ished longevity of late, where 10 years
ago a kid would start racing at five and
stay until age 16; now most are gone by
12—pointing to lack of sponsorship and
heavy time commitment.
Keep them Safe, Make them Fast
QMA proudly reports that it has fewer
injuries than organized baseball, softball,
soccer, basketball, lacrosse or football.
If you ask Shepherd, he firmly believes
that Dale Earnhardt’s death in 2001 triggered a dramatic uptick in safety awareness and advancement throughout all
of motorsports. “Because the man was
so seemingly impossible to stop, everybody took a second look at what they were
doing when he died.”
He recounted a Mini Cup car that flipped
several times and slid upside down along
the track earlier this year. Because it had
the Earnhardt-inspired full-containment
seat, the seven-year-old driver walked
away. “The car builder was in attendance,
and our subsequent crash investigation
identified a couple of improvement areas.
Parents gained confidence seeing the
positive results,” he added.
Laila Razmyar of US Legend Cars in
Harrisburg, North Carolina, reported that
the organization’s 600-pound Bandolero
car, powered by a sealed, Briggs &
Stratton 570cc Vanguard engine, is used
in two competitive divisions: the Bandit, for
newcomers ages eight to 11, and Outlaw
for 12 and older.
In the Legend Car, powered by a
sealed, Yamaha 1250cc engine, three of
its four divisions cater to the youth market.
The Young Lions range from ages 12–16,
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Out-Perform your Competition!
and are the newest behind the wheel of a
Legend Car, but have the chance to move
to Semi-Pro and finally the Pro Division.
“All of our chassis are built in-house to
meet all national and international safety
requirements,” she explained, noting that
second and third owner cars are commonplace. “Our in-house engine shop
makes spec series modifications to standard engines and seals them before they
are sold.”
All drivers must wear a Snell-approved,
full-face helmet and SFI-approved protective gear restrained by multi-point,
quick-release harness and buckle. Roll
bar padding is required on all exposed
bars within one foot of the driver’s helmet.
“Our industry has exploded with the
need for chassis builders to install safety
equipment such as roll bars, cages, driveshaft loops, mid plates, etc.,” said Hughes.
“It is up to us to educate our end users on
the importance of rules, tech and safety.”
One of the best investments a parent
or individual can make is a good, lightweight racing helmet, experts said. Impact
Racing created a “child’s size helmet” to
make them more affordable; Simpson and
Bell are also widely used.
Union County Dragway’s annual tech
sticker means every car gets inspected at
least once a season, but staff checks for
proper safety gear on every pass. Brown
reports that parents in junior drag racing
are so dedicated to safety that it has never
been a problem.
“We want equal safety for adults and
kids, regardless of discretionary dollars
brought to the class,” said NASA’s Croiset.
“Kids need to understand early on the
potential consequences of their actions.”
NASA requires properly prepared roll
cages, racing seats, multi-point harnesses,
fire suppression, and all personal protective equipment: helmets, suits, gloves,
shoes, socks, and approved head-andneck-restraint devices. “NASA typically
sees teens as some of the best equipped
racers on the grids due to the fact that
parents tend to value the safety of their
children above all else,” he said. “They
simply wear the smaller sizes.”
At Speedway Motors the top seller is
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driving suits, although parents often buy
bigger and let the kid grow into it. “Racing
is not a fashion show, and it’s better to
be bigger than skintight,” explained
Nicol. “SFI 1 suits start at $90, and SFI 5
cost $300. It’s surprising to see so many
custom driving suits are showing up on
six- to 12-year-olds.”
Nicol added that Simpson is to be commended for promoting safety by offering
youth HANS devices at $150 less than
adult-sized units.
Speedway Motors’ big sellers are single
cylinder restricted, or sealed engines from
Honda, Briggs & Stratton, or a motorcycle
engine with intake restrictions.
Saturday night racing families can
bring everything they need in the back
of a pick-up—all the parts and tools.
Still, Madera Speedway has trackside
sales available in the pit area so parents
don’t have to inventory parts, and on-site
mechanical expertise helps keep the frustration level low in a culture where not
all parents possess high-level hands-on
mechanical skills.
According to Supan, the main suppliers for USAC .25’s small niche market
are BullRider Racecars of Crystal Spring,
Pennsylvania; Robbie Stanley Racing
of Concord, North Carolina (which was
recently purchased by AFCO); NC Chassis
of Tallmadge, Ohio; Fiser Racing of
Denver, Colorado; Fast-Track of Riverside,
California; and Prowler Racecars in
Harrisburg, North Carolina.
Recruiting Youth
“We teach the kids to race and parents
to be crews and chiefs for their kids,
hooking them on pride of ownership,”
revealed Shepherd. “Frustration can cause
people to walk away from the sport. Our
mentoring program pits the junior stock
cars next to the adult cars, alternating
adult and youngster. In this way they have
ready access to practical technical knowledge, simultaneously learning skills. The
adult racers engage on a high level.”
He added that six other track operators have picked up the program, but it
is dependent on having a big enough
upper division to feed the mentor side.
Youth racing is valuable to a track because
92
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when family and friends come to watch,
the grandstands swell.
Shepherd, along with USAC’s Supan,
also cited the willingness of insurance
companies to be flexible on coverage and
costs for the youth segment.
Supan has further observed an influx of
more components and “gadgets used in
.25 racing, musing, “Every racer, regardless of age, is always looking for that
edge to win.”
For NASA, word of mouth continues to
be the best and most effective form of
marketing. “Parents that elect to put their
child in a race car seem to be a growing
trend in NASA, but is still somewhat rare.
Parents racing side by side with their
kids is even more rare, but a joy to see,”
offered Croiset.
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Industry stakeholders are encouraged to pay
close attention to the opinions and input of young
racers. “It’s time the older generation really
listens to the youth and not try to have them follow in our nostalgia ways,” confirmed one track
owner. Photo courtesy of NASA.
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It nonetheless begs the question: How
can youngsters be expected to develop a
passion or desire for the automotive industry when they don’t know how to change
a spark plug or fuel filter? “Young people
simply don’t have the needed time, money
and skills to build and campaign a race
car,” said Hughes. So, Tucson Dragway
entices street racers with low car entry
fees and spectator admission for streetlegal cars down the track.
QMA clubs operate a ride-and-drive
program where kids can show up with
their parents and, for no more than $20,
they get to drive 10 laps, or more. USAC
offers the same with great results. “This
happens once a month and at special
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events,” said Zimmerman, noting the
rookie laps usually end with a spectacular grin. “Some kids get back in line multiple times, and the most successful event
gains 20 members or more.”
Many interviewed agreed that enticements that work include youth days, free
passes, early entry for kids, and drivers
signing autographs, posing for pictures
and providing T-shirts. “Any little perk can
make the kids drag their parents to the
races,” said Nicol.
However, not every kid is meant to be a
driver. Today’s lawnmower mechanic can
be tomorrow’s crew chief. “There is also
a case to be made for driving simulation
games that can spark the kid’s interest to
try the real thing, where they discover it
is lot harder and more challenging in the
real world. The pixels don’t crash—they
do. You can’t the hit reset button when you
hit the wall,” concluded Nicol.
“At the end of the day our products
have to speak on their own just like a
race series or promotion,” said Briggs &
Stratton’s Klaus. “For our engines we have
been able to provide a stable, cost-effective, and level playing field right out of the
box through precision of hand building. To
further provide the tools of growth we have
worked with several new series to provide
the same atmosphere and value as our
racing engines. Less travel means less
cost. Implement education programs on
engine maintenance and chassis tuning
so families can learn and ask questions.”
Briggs & Stratton remains active in
both high school and collegiate programs
worldwide. For example, high school
formula features teams that build open
wheel cars from the ground up around
one of the company’s engines, while its
supermileage competitions consist of high
school teams that do the same thing while
looking for the ultimate fuel economy. “It’s
about supporting learning, helping kids
find their passion, and sharing yours,”
explained Klaus. “If you do the right things,
good things will happen. The feedback we
can gain and give through social media
is a compass to do that.”
Where once only professional news
media provided race coverage, the proPerformance Racing Industry
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gression of cable TV, live streaming over
the Internet, YouTube videos, and even
cameras in the grandstands are now the
preferred communication path.
“Everyone is watching the activities on
their phones,” agreed Shepherd. “They
love the interaction, and it is up to us to go
into those phones to get their attention.”
Razmyar explained that some US
Legend drivers move into Late Models and
eventually NASCAR classes, but they cater
to the different age groups through various
social media platforms. “Everything we do
now is mobile,” she said. “We spread all
of our information through the phone—
Facebook to reach parents, with Twitter
and Instagram as a more racer-driven
platform—because everyone has one in
their hand.”
QMA gains a positive response when
morning news shows report live from the
tracks with kids, sponsoring an auto show
booth with cars that kids can sit in, and
strategically placing flyers in repair shops
or auto stores. “Local eateries and being
part of a non-motoring event are a waste
of time,” noted Zimmerman. “After getting
attention, there needs to be someone in
the family, or circle of family friends, that
can support the racing idea.”
Future Promises
“I believe motorsports is one of the best
training grounds for life that any teen can
be exposed to,” commented Croiset.
“Responsibility in preparing and maintaining a car, winning and losing and what
they mean, cause and effect, car control
skills that stay with you for a lifetime.
“NASA kids that grow up in the motorsports community are some of the most
responsible teenagers I’ve ever met, and I
believe that what they learn in motorsports
has a huge part in that,” he concluded.
Hughes further pressed the industry
to provide additional venues to help lure
young speed enthusiasts off the streets.
“It’s time the older generation really listens
to the youth and not try to have them follow
in our nostalgia ways,” said Hughes.
“[But] what I admire about the youth of
today,” he added, “is if they don’t see what
they’re looking for, they will go create it on
their own.”
z
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